SCIENCE KS4
How do we assess in Science at KS4?
Day-to-day lessons: Teachers will give verbal (verbal feedback stamp used in students book) and written
feedback to students.
Regular testing: Students will be tested after every topic, with formative feedback and time in a subsequent
lesson to help them to improve. More substantial graded tests are used at the end of each half and full unit
(3-4 topics) using genuine exam questions.
Formal exams: These take place in December for Year 11 with further mocks in the run up to exams and the
summer term for Year 10 and cover all the work completed to that point.
Progress data: Each term teachers will award a grade that represents a student’s current performance in
Science

How do we encourage students to engage with feedback?
We give time in lessons for regular use of the
‘response’ pen e.g. corrections/improvements
to class tasks and homework. Students
respond to the Next Steps written by their
teachers in their exercise books.
Unit and half-unit tests marked by the teacher
and reviewed in lessons using formal review
sheets where the students reflect on their
successes and next steps with regard to both
their content knowledge and exam technique
(see example). These sheets often include
progress questions designed to support the
students as they tackle their next steps.

Rewarding effort and progress in Science
Teachers use gold stars in lessons for an instant reward. Students collect the gold stars to earn a Science
superstar pencil! With continued effort and progress a student will earn a Science badge, to be awarded in
assembly. We also use the BFL grade system when taking registers to recognise exceptional efforts in
particular lessons.

How is feedback monitored?
The Science Department undertakes annual formal lesson observations and weekly informal ‘learning walks’.
We also sample students’ work and teachers’ marking each term. Best practice is shared and encouraged
throughout the department.

